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1) Describe with suitable examples the data transfer instructions in 8085 microprocessor. (08)

1) What are the addressing modes of 8051 microcontroller? We are here to share our knowledge of assembly programming on 8051. The fifth instruction demonstrates the transfer of contents of stack pointer on the port P0 to demonstrate data transfer operations for which we use MOV instruction. View of 8051 family – 8051 instruction set and registers – 8051 assembly programming – program counter – ROM – data types – directives – flag bits – To allow data transfer between the PC and an 8051 system without any error, we must explain the data transfer instruction with an example for each? (8).

6. Explain the working of the 8051 microcontroller give a neat sketch? (16).

2. The 8051 microcontroller instructions are divided among five functional groups: Arithmetic, Logical, Data transfer, Boolean variable. Describe the instruction set of 8051 and design applications based. 8051. Operand types, Operand addressing, Data transfer instructions, Arithmetic. Structure of Assembly language and Running an 8051 program. ORG 0H MOV DPTR, #TAB1, moving data segment to data pointer. MOV A ...

8051 (8751 is the same as 8051 except it replaces ROM with UVEPROM) Data transfer instructions are compatible with all addressing modes. 2.2 INTEL 8031/8051 microcontroller 55. 2.2.1 Pins and 2.2.3 Programming model of 8031/8051 63. 2.3 INTEL 8096 3.6 Data transfer instructions 121. History between 8051, 8052, 8031, 8751, AT89C51, Differences between Sets of Microcontroller 8051, Data Transfer Instruction, Arithmetic. Instructions.